The homotopy analysis method (HAM) is applied to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) emerging from a closure model of the von Kármán-Howarth equation which models the decay of isotropic turbulence. In the infinite Reynolds number limit, the von Kármán-Howarth equation admits a symmetry reduction leading to the aforementioned one-parameter ODE. Though the latter equation is not fully integrable, it can be integrated once for two particular parameter values and, for one of these values, the relevant boundary conditions can also be satisfied. The key result of this paper is that for the generic case, HAM is employed such that solutions for arbitrary parameter values are derived. We obtain explicit analytical solutions by recursive formulas with constant coefficients, using some transformations of variables in order to express the solutions in polynomial form. We also prove that the Loitsyansky invariant is a conservation law for the asymptotic form of the original equation.
Introduction
In this paper, we deal with a nonlinear problem arising in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The physical problem imposes a particular form of a closure model [21] on the von Kármán-Howarth equation which then leads to the task of solving a nonlinear parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) .
Emphasis is placed on the use of the homotopy analysis method (HAM) [11] to find solutions of the nonlinear problem for the normalized longitudinal two-point double velocity correlation [19] . The HAM was suggested by Liao to obtain series solutions of nonlinear differential equations. Unlike other methods such as explicitly constructing integrating factors [25] , the HAM is based on homotopy, a fundamental concept in topology and differential geometry. Briefly, one constructs a continuous mapping of an initial guess approximation to the exact solution of the equations. An auxiliary linear operator is chosen to construct the continuous mapping, and an auxiliary parameter is used to ensure the convergence of the solution series.
Unlike perturbation techniques, this approach is independent of any small or large physical parameters, and is thus valid whether a nonlinear problem contains small or large physical parameters or not. Besides this, the HAM provides great freedom to choose proper base functions to approximate a nonlinear problem. Most importantly, it provides a simple way to adjust and control the convergence of the solution series.
The paper is organised as follows. The aforementioned nonlinear problem for the parabolic PDE is described in Section 2. This equation is the lowest-order two-point statistical equation for turbulence dynamics, derived from the Navier-Stokes equations under the assumption of homogeneity and isotropy of a turbulent flow. In the limit of infinite Reynolds number, we re-examine the use of Lie point symmetries to reduce the latter PDE to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) constituting a boundary value problem. Moreover, we present some physically interesting special cases of the model parameters for the boundary value problems. A short mathematical description of some transformations of variables, and the application of this method to finding analytical series solutions of these boundary value problems, is given in Section 3. Analysis of the so-called convergence-control parameter C 0 , the scale coefficient λ and the solutions obtained is given in Section 4. Finally, we show that the Loitsyansky integral invariant plays the role of a conservation law of a closure model for the von Kármán-Howarth equation in Appendix A.
Basic equations

The closed von Kármán-Howarth model equation
In a pre-eminent paper, von Kármán and Howarth [9] derived a transport equation for the longitudinal twopoint velocity correlation in the limit of isotropic turbulence, ∂u 2 (t) f (r, t) ∂t = 1 r 4 ∂ ∂r r 4 u 2 (t) 3/2 h(r, t) + 2ν ∂u 2 (t) f (r, t) ∂r .
(2.1)
Here f and h are respectively the normalized two-point double and triple velocity correlation, u 2 is the root mean square value of the velocity fluctuations, r is the correlation distance in correlation space, t is time and ν is the kinematic viscosity.
Oberlack [20] recognised that in the limit ν = 0 (or, equivalently, infinite Reynolds number) the unclosed equation (2.1) admits the two scaling groups
and a translation group in t,
where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ R are the group parameters. In infinitesimal form, (2.2) and (2.3) are given by
The groups X a 1 , X a 2 may be combined to generate the two-parameter Lie scaling group
Since (2.1) is an unclosed equation, Oberlack and Peters [21] developed a closure model connecting f and h which captures all properties of the Kolmogorov turbulence theory for f and h and also the proper limiting behaviour for r → 0 and r → ∞, namely:
• the Kolmogorov 2/3-law: u 2 (1 − f ) = C(εr) 2/3 with the Kolmogorov constant C ≈ 2.3 in the range η r t ; • the Kolmogorov 4/5-law: u 2 3/2 h = 2εr/15 in the range η r t (the name "4/5-law" emerged from a somewhat different notation);
• as r → 0, u 2 (1 − f ) = εr 2 /(30ν) and h = h 0 r 3 /3; • as r → ∞, f decays faster than r −2 , where
and t = ∞ 0 f dr are the Kolmogorov and the integral length scales, respectively, and ε is the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy.
Though not discussed by Oberlack and Peters [21] , the closure model has to obey the full group properties of equation (2.1) and hence has to be conformal to (2.2)-(2.4). The model equation that actually captures all of these properties is given by
The resulting PDE, investigated below, is of nonlinear parabolic type:
2.2. Group invariant solutions and emerging boundary value problems It was pointed out by Oberlack [20] that in the limit ν = 0, the two aforementioned scaling groups give rise to a family of self-similar solutions of the von Kármán-Howarth equation of the form
where a 1 , a 2 are given above. These new variables may also be interpreted as invariants of the G a 1 ,a 2 group. Here r is scaled by the integral length scale t ∝ t 2/(σ+3) and u 2 accordingly by u 2 ∝ t −2(σ+1)/(σ+3) . Note that the translation group (2.4) may also be invoked, which gives a time shift t → t + a to be employed later for completeness.
The invariants (2.6) enable us to reduce the number of variables in our closed model (2.5). As a result, we obtain the ODE
subject to the boundary conditionŝ
At this point σ is undetermined and hence equation (2.7) together with (2.8) generates a one-parameter family of boundary value problems. We note also that in the limit of large Reynolds numbers, it is well known [24] that σ is intimately related to the spatial decay of the normalized longitudinal correlation function f or the low wave-number dependence of the energy spectrum. Further, we mention that κ 2 is not an additional branching parameter since it may for any κ 2 0 always be absorbed into a rescaled ξ without changing the boundary conditions (2.8).
The questions of which values are to be chosen for σ and of the solvability of the corresponding nonlinear problem (2.7)-(2.8) are the subject of the present paper.
Interestingly enough, the ODE (2.7) displays no Lie point symmetry group no matter what value is chosen for σ. Still, using the theory of integrating factors [8] , we find two values, σ = 0 and σ = 4, for which the ODE is integrable once. Note that here we have limited ourselves to the usual three cases where the integrating factors only depend on pairs of the set of variables ξ,f , df /dξ. These are essentially the only cases where the integrating factor may be algorithmically computed. The actual computations were conducted using the Maple package GeM [2] .
First, taking σ = 0, the integrating factor is a constant and we simply integrate equation (2.7) to obtain
This equation may be transformed into an Abel equation which, for the present special case, is not further integrable. Here it is not considered further anyway since it corresponds to a nonphysical case, because u 2 may not decay slower than t −1 . However, it has already been shown by Oberlack [20] that, for the case σ = 4, equation (2.7) admits the integrating factor ξ 4 and hence leads to
Setting c 1 = 0 allows for a final integration to
the physical relevance of which is pointed out below. The boundary conditions (2.8) finally lead to c 2 = 0. Considering σ more from a physical point of view, we note that even though there is a vast literature on homogeneous isotropic turbulence in general, there are very few experimental results or results from direct numerical simulations of the Navier-Stokes equations devoted to the spatial decay of the longitudinal correlation function. This is in stark contrast to the well-known temporal decay according to a power law. According to similarity theory, they are closely coupled due to σ. Also, there is considerable uncertainty as to whether the asymptotic decay rates are unique for a given initial condition. At this point it is relevant to consider the classical experiments of Stewart and Townsend [28] . Unfortunately we are not able to determine the value of σ for large Reynolds number or the correlation distance r from the measured values of f . It is well recognised that over the range of length scales available in the laboratory experiments, the decay rates of turbulent flows are affected by many factors.
This leads to the identification of conserved quantities which can be used to determine σ. Several invariants based on integrals of moments of the correlation function have been proposed for isotropic homogeneous turbulence. These include the Loitsyansky invariant [16] and the Birkhoff invariant [1] . Unfortunately neither of these invariants can be derived from first principles. In fact, they depend on initial conditions of forces responsible for creating grid turbulence.
The integral invariant
suggested by Loitsyansky [16] from an integrated form of the von Kármán-Howarth equation, is employed to determine the value of the parameter σ. For this we rewrite (2.11) invoking the invariants (2.6),
which determines σ = 4 and hence γ = 10/7, δ = 2/7. This leads to the only closedform solution (2.10) which defines a solution of (2.7)-(2.8) in implicit form. The computed evolution of u 2 (t) and the integral length scale t (t) satisfy
and, not derived here, the low wave-number energy spectrum is E(k) = Λk 4 /(3π) [24] . Interestingly enough, the solution (2.10) with c 2 = 0 coincides with the element of a Beltrami surface (or pseudo-sphere), a canonical surface of constant sectional curvature −1. Details are given by Grebenev and Oberlack [6] . We only mention that in the new variables x = ξ/(14κ 2 ), y =f 1/2 , equation (2.10) is transformed to the well-known tractrix equation [18] 
arising in differential geometry.
Birkhoff [1] suggested another invariant,
where B is a constant.
By the same method as above, using the invariants of G a 1 ,a 2 , we find that σ = 2. Therefore,
and the parameters of equation (2.7) are given by δ = 2/5, γ = 6/5. The low wavenumber energy spectrum changes to E(k) = Bk 2 /π. Finally, another less commonly known physical quantity which is an invariant is the constant integral length scale t (t) proposed by Oberlack [20] , which corresponds to high Reynolds number in turbulence in a box of constant length L. The two-parameter Lie scaling group G a 1 ,a 2 is transformed into the one-parameter scaling group G 0,a 2 . Here the integral length scale has reached the box size t (t) ∼ L which corresponds to σ → ∞ and hence δ = 0, γ = 2. This case may be explored by a direct numerical simulation in a given small computational box, running the computation sufficiently long that the integral length scale reaches the box size.
For different values of σ, we find the corresponding solutions of the boundary value problem (2.7)-(2.8) using the HAM [10, 11] in the sections to follow.
3. Generalized series solution 3.1. Mathematical description The asymptotic behaviour off (ξ) as ξ → ∞ is considered in Section 4. Here we assume thatf ∼ 1 − αξ β as ξ → 0. Substituting into equation (2.7), we obtain
So α = (3γ/(20κ 2 )) 2/3 and β = 2/3. Noting that equation (2.7) contains the nonpolynomial term (1 −f ) 1/2 , we introduce the transformation
Then equation (2.7) changes to one of polynomial type,
subject to the boundary conditions
By means of the transformation (3.2), the asymptotic behaviour as ξ → 0 becomes
We further introduce the transformation ξ = y 3 to achieve simple linear behaviour at the boundary ξ → 0. The behaviour is fractional in s(ξ), namely s(ξ) ∼ ξ 1/3 , from (3.1) and (3.2). With this transformation we obtain s( y) ∼ y for y → 0. Equation ( 
subject to the boundary conditions s(0) = 0 and s( y) → 1 as y → ∞.
Homotopy analysis solution
As pointed out by Liao [10] , the essence of approximating a problem is to represent its solution by means of a complete set of base functions. Here we express s( y) by the set of base functions
where the c m and the scale factor λ are coefficients to be determined later. Since
So it is reasonable to further express s( y) as
This so-called solution expression of s( y) is useful for determining the other parameters. For simplicity, we introduce the transformation u = 1 + λy. [8] Then equation (3.4) becomes 6) subject to the boundary conditions
To satisfy the solution expression (3.5) and the boundary conditions (3.7), we choose the simple form
as the initial approximation of s(u), and furthermore choose
as the auxiliary linear operator. The operator L has the properties
where C is constant, and H(u) = u −3 is the auxiliary function chosen under the rule of coefficient ergodicity and solution expression (details are given by Liao [11, p. 19] ).
According to the governing equation (3.6), we define the nonlinear operator
from which we construct the so-called zeroth-order deformation equation 9) subject to the boundary conditions When q = 1, the zeroth-order deformation equations (3.9) and (3.10) are equivalent to the original equations (3.6) and (3.7), so that
Hence, as the embedding parameter q increases from 0 to 1, Φ(u; q) varies (or deforms) from the initial approximation s 0 (u) to the solution s(u) of (3.6) and (3.7). Using Taylor's theorem and (3.11), we expand Φ(u; q) in the power series
.
Assuming that the convergence-control parameter C 0 is chosen such that the above series is convergent when q = 1, we have, due to (3.12),
where s m (u), m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , are obtained one by one from the linear high-order deformation equations (3.13) given below. The above expression gives a relationship between the initial guess s 0 (u) and the solution s(u) of the original equations (3.6) and (3.7) via the unknown terms s m (u). Differentiating m times the zeroth-order deformation equations (3.9) and (3.10) with respect to the embedding parameter q, then setting q = 0 and finally dividing by m!, one obtains the so-called mth-order deformation equation where
with the definitions
Here the prime denotes the derivative with respect to u. The solution of equation (3.13) can be expressed as
where C is an integral constant and s * (u) is a special solution of equation (3.13) . The constant C is determined by the boundary condition (3.14) at u = 1. We find that
where the α m,n are constant coefficients. Substituting the above expression into the mth-order deformation equations (3.13) and (3.14) yields the recurrence formulas
where (r − n)α i,n α j−i,r−n , (3.22) Using the recurrence formulas (3.15)-(3.26) and the known coefficients given by (3.27) and (3.28), all other coefficients α m,n can be calculated successively. This provides us with an explicit series solution of equation (3.6):
The corresponding kth-order approximation reads
Therefore, we have an explicit, fully analytical solution of equation (2.7):
(3.29)
Result analysis
Our series solution (3.29) forf (ξ) explicitly contains the convergence-control parameter C 0 and scale coefficient λ. The convergence-control parameter C 0 is employed to control the convergence of approximations and adjust convergence regions. It is the introduction of C 0 that greatly improves the early homotopy analysis method [12] . Liao [13] proved that the famous Euler transform is equivalent to the homotopy analysis method for some special choices of the initial guess and the auxiliary linear operator in the case of the simplest deformation functions A(p) = B(p) = p and when there is only one auxiliary parameter C 0 . This fact explains why the convergence of solution series given by the homotopy analysis method can be guaranteed. If the convergence-control parameter C 0 and scale coefficient λ are properly chosen, the homotopy-series solution will converge quickly. So we try to find the best values for them.
Following Liao [14] , we use the average residual error
2 [12] T 1. The values of C 0 and λ for the 15th-order homotopy-series solution. 
12 with the results of Grebenev and Oberlack [6] . of equation (3.29) versus λ to determine the value of λ after assigning a group value of C 0 . Here we set k = 15, ∆ξ = 10/K and K = 40. The relationship between C 0 , λ and E 15 is shown in Table 1 for σ = 4 and σ = 2. For σ = 4, selecting C 0 = −1.1 and λ = 2.12, we find that the homotopy-series solution agrees well with the solution given by Grebenev and Oberlack [6] , as shown in Table 2 . Notice that as ξ becomes larger, the homotopy-Padé technique, the details of which are given by Liao [11, p. 38 ], can give a much better solution. Indeed, the homotopy-Padé technique can increase the accuracy and convergence of the solution [15] . When σ = 2, the optimal values of C 0 and λ are −1.1 and 2, respectively. The comparison between homotopy-series and homotopy-Padé solutions is shown in Table 3 .
It is surprising that we can also find homotopy-series solutions for other values of σ, for example, 1 and 3, for which there is no physical meaning. Having attempted hundreds of combinations of values of σ, C 0 and λ, we could obtain explicit, fully analytical solutions of (3.6) for −1 < σ ≤ 4. However, in order to consider viscous effects, we focus on 1 ≤ σ ≤ 4 in this paper. The values of C 0 and λ are determined by
For σ = 1, 3, the order [30, 30] homotopy-Padé solutions are shown in Table 4 . We also give 20th-order homotopy-series solutions of the normalized longitudinal two-point double velocity correlation functionf (ξ) and transversal two-point double velocity correlation functionĝ(ξ) for σ = 1, 2, 3, 4 in Figure 1 . Herê
These two solutions are characterized by the following properties. The function f (ξ) is positive everywhere and asymptotically tends to zero. For σ = 1,ĝ(ξ) is always positive and asymptotically tends to zero. For σ = 2, 3, 4,ĝ(ξ) is positive for ξ ≤ ξ * , and after the point ξ * , whereĝ(ξ * ) = 0, it is negative everywhere and tends to zero as ξ → ∞. By continuity, there exists a σ * between 1 and 2 corresponding toĝ(ξ * ) where ξ * = ∞. In addition, Figure 1 shows that as σ changes from 4 to 1, bothf (ξ) andĝ(ξ) decay more and more slowly. This suggests thatf (ξ) andĝ(ξ) may first exponentially decrease in the case σ = 4 and then algebraically tend to zero for σ = 3, 2, 1. Figure 2 shows that the HAM solutions agree well with the asymptotic expressions discussed below.
Considering the asymptotic behaviour off for ξ → ∞, we use the property that (1 −f ) 1/2 → 1 as ξ → ∞. Therefore, formally the equation
is obtained from (2.7) in the limiting case ξ → ∞. In order to study the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of equation (4.1), we make some simple transformations. Let us divide this equation by δ and introduce the rescaled variableξ = 2((δ/2κ 2 )ξ) 1/2 . Thus, we rewrite this equation in the form where M 1 , M 2 > 0 are constants. Interestingly enough, the solution in the previous section shows that for σ < 4 the algebraic part is dominant forξ → ∞. However, if
and for σ > 4 the equation has no everywhere-positive solutions. In the case σ = 4, we construct the explicit deformation of the exact solution
of the original equation (2.7) into the solution
of (4.1). Recall that these functions are subject to the boundary conditions (2.8). Now we consider the problem
and notice that for ε = 1 and ε = 0 the solutionsf 1 andf 0 of the problem (4.6)-(4.7) coincide with the functions defined by the formulas (4.4) and (4.5), respectively. Instead of f ε , we introduce the function
Here G ε satisfies the initial condition
The solution of the problem (4.8)-(4.9) reads
It is a positive monotonically decreasing function as ξ → ∞ which achieves the maximum value ε at ξ = 0. We multiply (4.10) by −2 and rewrite it in the form
For small values of ε, and hence small values of G ε ,
From (4.11) it follows that for small values of ε,
uniformly in ξ. Hencef 1 (ξ) is deformed continuously into the functionf 0 (ξ) as ε → 0. This reflects the well-known property about continuous dependence on the initial data of solutions of differential equations. Geometrically, this deformation corresponds to a shift of the graph off 1 (ξ) along the ξ-axis by a quantity a ε such that a ε → −∞ as ε → 0. We note that the explicit integration of equations (2.7) and (4.1) is associated with the Loitsyansky integral invariant Λ (see (2.11) ). The explicit solution (4.5) obtained for σ = 4 demonstrates that Λ < ∞ and, as a consequence of the above asymptotic analysis, the same property holds for the solution (4.4) of the original equation. In Appendix A, we prove that the Loitsyansky integral invariant indeed plays the role of a conservation law for the evolution equation (2.5).
Conclusion
In this paper we have applied the HAM to deal with the von Kármán-Howarth equation (2.7) associated with the boundary conditions (2.8). Our results show that the HAM solutions agree well with the asymptotic expressionŝ This result shows that there is no unique power-law behaviour for decaying turbulence but that instead it strongly depends on the initial distribution of the correlation function. This, however, is only true for solutions for freely decaying turbulence obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes equations. Only very recently, an exponential decay of turbulence was observed which was obtained by solving related fractal equations [7, 27] . This rather unusual scaling behaviour was later unravelled and traced back to a set of new symmetries which only originate in the multi-point equation and hence are named statistical symmetries [23, 26] since they do not have a counterpart in the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations.
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Appendix A. The Loitsyansky invariant
The main aim of this section is to prove that the Loitsyansky invariant Λ is a conservation law of the problem below under the assumption that Λ < ∞ at the initial time. In order to establish this assertion, we have to show that solutions of the problem are rapidly decreasing functions as r → ∞, uniformly in t. Direct calculation of the time derivative of Λ(t) using the corresponding governing differential equation shows that dΛ/dt ≡ 0 if ∂B LL (r, t)/∂r decays faster than r −5 as r → ∞. In other words, we have to prove that B LL (r, ·) belongs to a space of sufficiently rapidly decreasing functions. We prove this using the semigroup approach and, as a result, we construct a semigroup on a suitable function space which admits the Loitsyansky invariant.
We consider the von Kármán-Howarth equation (2.5). The key is that according to the asymptotic property that (1 − f ) 1/2 → 1 for large values of r,
which describes the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to (2.5). In order to study equation (A.1), we rewrite it in the form
using the classical definition B LL (r, t) = u 2 (t) f (r, t) for the longitudinal correlation function B LL (r, t). Equation (A.2) is supplemented by the initial-boundary conditions
Instead of problem (A.1)-(A.4), we study two individual problems which lead to solving (A.1)-(A.4):
and
Let us consider the operator (the right-hand side of (A.2))
which can be rewritten, using the variable q = 2r 1/2 instead of r in the first term, as
The operator H admits a representation in the form of a sum of the so-called radial components of Laplace-Beltrami type operators [5] given on the Cartesian product Z 1 × Z 2 , where Z 1 = R q × S 10 and Z 2 = R r × S 5 equipped with the corresponding metrics dz 
where C 0 is a set of bounded uniformly continuous functions given on [0, ∞) such that Notice that in (A.9) the operators e −θ(t/n)B k and e −θ(t/n)D α admit permutation due to the inequality e −θ(t/n)B k e −θ(t/n)D α (ṽ) − e −θ(t/n)D α e −θ(t/n)B k (ṽ) ≤ T µ(t)t n , (A.10)
where T is a positive constant, µ(t) → 0 as t → 0, and · denotes the norm of H The invariants (A.13) and (A.14) of the semigroups e −θD α and e −θB k , which have the same functional form, are crucial for proving that S (t; ν) admits the Loitsyansky integral invariant.
To start with, we prove this property for the nth-order approximation S n (t, ν) = (e −θ(t/n)D α · e −θ(t/n)B k ) n of the semigroup S (t, ν). Here Thus, we have shown that the semigroup S (t, ν) admits the Lointsyansky integral invariant.
